New world-class skincare clinic opened in Melbourne
A New world-class skincare clinic opened in Melbourne and is giving out fabulous discounts to celebrate the event!

DP MediSkin is a brand new skin treatment clinic specialising in advanced, non-surgical solutions to treat all skin concerns and enhance natural
beauty.[MELBOURNE, Month, Date] Formed by a passionate team of experts in skin science, DP MediSkin will soon make its debut in Melbourne,
making the latest aesthetic technology accessible to clients with a wide range of skin conditions, as well as those concerned with general skin health
and beauty.Heading up the team is Lan, DP MediSkin’s senior Dermal therapist. After completing her Bachelor of Health Science in 2013, she has
spent the last six years working alongside Melbourne’s most respected dermatologist and plastic surgeons. DP MediSkin aims to be the first choice for
clients seeking effective skin treatments without having to resort to the surgeon’s knife. Instead, DP MediSkin offers non-invasive, highly effective
cosmetic procedures, able to address a wide range of skin conditions and imperfections and enhance the natural beauty of clients seeking a younger,
fresher aesthetic and complexion. DP MediSkin’s highly trained professionals specialise in many common skin ailments and concerns. Their services
include rosacea treatment, stretch mark removal and acne and acne scar treatment, all using the latest laser technology and advanced therapy
techniques to repair years of damage and promote healing. Their laser treatments also extend to laser tattoo removal. Their use of highly advanced
Fontona lasers prevents skin damage and scarring, while significantly reducing the number of sessions required compared to more conventional
methods. In addition to laser treatments, DP MediSkin offers skin needling therapy to restore facial volume, reduce wrinkles and age spots, resulting in
a younger, smoother complexion. Those seeking the ultimate in ageless beauty can enquire about the vampire facial, a more intensive and highly
effective needling treatment (made famous by Kim Kardashian).To celebrate DP MediSkin’s launch, the clinic is inviting new clients to save on their
world-class treatments through their opening promotional offers, which include:-25% off all full-priced services- Third free item with the purchase of 2
products-Any booking this month will receive a peel for free/complimentary peel. -Book in any package deal/series in July and receive one
Hydrafacial and LED treatment for free-Refer a friend and get a free LED treatment -Double points collection for any purchase for the monthsA
company spokesperson for DP MediSkin said: “We are opening a new skincare and skin treatment clinic to give people the chance to improve their
skin health using the most holistic, non-invasive and safe treatments available, giving people the ability to get the look they want with confidence.” DP
MediSkin is a specialist clinic run by a dedicated team with a passion for skin science. Visit their office at 12/249 Stud Road, Wantirna, Victoria 3152 or
email admin@dpmediskin.com.au to find out more about their range of treatments.---For further information, call Dp MediSkin on 9887 0666, or visit
their website: https://dpmediskin.com.au/
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